
RULES

OF PLAY

DOXIE       DASH
There can only be one wiener



OBJECTIVE

Your goal is to reach or exc�d a score of 100 
points. The player with the highest final score 
wins the game and becomes leader of the pack! 

REGULAR GAME SET-UP

Determine PLAYER ONE: Starting with the 
youngest player, draw cards from the shuffled
deck. The first person to draw a p� card 
(moving clock-wise) is PLAYER ONE.

PLAYER ONE deals two hero cards to each 
player.  Each player picks one of the two hero 
cards and discards the other.  The hero you 
select wi be yours for as many rounds as it 
takes to win the game, so ch�se wisely. Place 
it face-up on the table. Now it is time to play…

Note: PLAYER ONE is the first to exchange a 
toy (during pick and pa� gameplay) and the 
first to trade and count during the trade and 
tay phase at the end of each round.

Heroes  x12
Badger x4
Stranger x5
Vacuum x6
Dash x15
Undies x3
Bra x3

Socks x3
Toy x9
M�p x9
Ki�le x7
Water x7
P� x12
Fl�r x5
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GAME CONTENTS

Rug x4
Lick 1 x4
Lick 2 x3
Lick 3 x2
Lick 4 x1

Total 114



PICK AND PASS 

Shuffle the game deck and deal eleven cards to 
each player. Place the remaining cards in a stack 
at the center of the table as the draw pile.

From your hand, select a card to play. Place 
this card face-down on the table to start. 
After each player has selected a card to play, 
a players flip their cards face-up to show the 
others their choices.

Pa� the remaining cards in your hand to the 
left. Pick and pa� as described above until a 
cards are played face-up on the table.

TRADE AND TALLY

At the end of each round, starting with PLAYER 
ONE, a players are given the opportunity to 
trade any undesirable cards. Discard them, and 
draw the same number of new cards from the 
draw pile.  

Tay up your points by making combos with a 
of your face-up cards, your hero starting item, 
and your hero ability.

The game ends when you ’ve played enough 
rounds to reach or exc�d a score of 100 points. 
The player with the highest final score wins the 
game. In the event of a tie, the player with the 
highest number of DASH cards in play at the 
end of the final round wins the game. If the tie 
remains, you ’re both awesome.

N�d to play more rounds? The lowest scoring 
player after the trade and tay is PLAYER ONE 
for the next round.
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SET COLLECTION

Use a personalized strategy to make kier 
combos! With over twenty different combos, 
how you play is up to you. There can only be 
one wiener, so check out these different 
scoring options. 

LICK ATTACK

Don’t overl�k these juicy cards. Each card 
includes a face value that wi guarant� you 
points at the end of the round.

Lick A�ack 1 score 1pt
Lick A�ack 2 score 2pts
Lick A�ack 3 score 3pts
Lick A�ack 4 score 4pts

DID YOU KNOW?

The dachshund is solar powered, 
absorbing vital energy and nutrition 

from the sun ’s rays?



OUR PLAY TESTERS

Boardgamecentral
Boardgameg�kca

Boardgame.newbies
Cindypastorius

Iplayred
Mackothem�ple
Oniro.games

Find them on instagram!
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SKIVVIES

Worth one point on their own, these cards gain 
value as you combine types of skivvies 
together. 

1 Skivvies
of any type

score 1pt

2 different
Skivvies

score 5pts

Coect a
3 Skivvies

score 12pts



www.DoxieDash .com

Download alternative language
how to play manuals at
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1 P� on a 
Fl�r score
2pts

2 P�s on a
Fl�r score
4pts

3 P�s on a
Fl�r score
6pts

POO ON THE FLOOR

The more you p�, the higher your score. 
Combine up to thr� p�s per fl�r card for 
a clean sw�p at the end of the round.



DID YOU KNOW?

That dachshunds are adverse to 
stormy conditions because they 

are water soluble?
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POO ON THE RUG

Like the fl�r, the more you p� the higher 
your score. Combine up to thr� p�s per rug 
card.

1 P� on a
Rug score
3pts

2 P�s on a
Rug score
6pts

3 P�s on a
Rug score
9pts



DID YOU KNOW?

A dachshund ’s bark can hypnotize humans 
causing the human to kowtow to the 

dachshunds every whim? 
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DASH TO DEFEAT FOES

Dash against thr� different foes to defeat 
them and score. Combine with a m�p card for 
bonus points!

Defeat the Vacuum
with 1 Dash score 5pts
A� 1 m�p score 7pts

If undefeated score -1pt

Defeat the Stranger
with 2 Dash score 8pts
A� 1 m�p score 12pts

If undefeated score -2pts

Defeat the Badger
with 3 Dash score 12pts
A� 1 m�p score 18pts

If undefeated score -3pts



GAME CREDITS

Travis Wilkins, Game Design
Justin MacDonald, Art Direction

Marcie Clowry, Art and Graphic Design
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How to RESCUE m�ps: Combine 
one m�p with any defeated foe 
for a bonus score. S� page 
seven for scoring details. 

A m�p without a defeated foe 
scores -1pt.

When the toy is played, 
i�ediately exchange it for two 
cards from the draw pile. Place 
these two new cards on the 
TABLE to k�p as part of your 
final count. If another toy card is 
drawn, use it i�ediately.

RESCUE MEEPS

EXCHANGE TO PLAY

WATER AND KIBBLE

Water and ki�le wi 
each score 1pt on their 
own. When combined they 
score 5pts. 

How refreshing! 
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ABOUT YOUR HEROES

Each hero comes equipped with a starting item 
as we as a special ability.

At the end of the round, use your starting 
item and special ability during the tay phase 
to a�ert dominance over your rivals.

READING HERO CARDS

Your hero’s name

Their ability
name

Your hero’s ability can 
help you score bonus 
points or aow you to 

break the rules. 

Your hero 
has this as 
a starting 

item.



TEAM PLAY OPTION

Create two equal teams from your group. Sit in 
alternating places with the opposing team. Game 
play proc�ds as usual.

Before the trade and tay, there is a fr� 
swap betw�n a team members. You can 
re-a�ange your cards fr�ly among a 
members of the team as long as each player 
has at least 11 cards after the swap. Then a 
players proc�d to the trade and tay as 
described on page 2.

The game ends when you’ve played enough 
rounds to reach or exc�d a team score of 300 
points. The team with the highest final score 
wins!

TOURNAMENT OPTION

Chaenge your friends to a tournament to s� 
who is the alpha of your pack! After each game, 
players are ranked based on their place on the 
leader board.
 
 1 st place = 10pts
 2nd place = 8pts
 3rd place = 6pts
 4th place = 4pts
 5th place = 2pts
 6th place = 0pts

The tournament ends after 4 complete games to 
100 points. A new hero is selected for each new 
game. The player with the highest final score 
on the leader board after 4 games wins.

TOURNAMENT
POINTS SYSTEM
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Doxie Dash is based on the 
real-life doxies of the viral Long 

Long Ranch. Find them on 
Instagram and Faceb�k! 

@longlongranch

Created by

www.MackerelSkyGames.com


